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Abstract

During the last few years decoding algorithms that make
not only use of soft quantized inputs but also deliver soft
decision outputs have attracted considerable attention due
to additional coding gains obtainable in concatenated sy�
stems� A prominent member of this class of algorithms
is the Soft�Output Viterbi Algorithm �SOVA�� This pa�
per is concerned with implementation parameter e�ects
in SOVA decoding that are related to considerable varia�
tions in area consumption of VLSI implementations� Na�
mely the quantization of the reliability values inside the
survivor memory unit� the depth of reliability updating
and the e�ect of a simpli�ed update rule for the reliability
values are investigated� Results of extensive simulations
are presented� Area estimates obtained by logic synthe�
sis from VHDL descriptions are given to show how these
parameters translate into the area consumption of VLSI
implementations�

� Introduction

It is well known that parameters such as wordlengths�
tap count� etc� have a high impact on VLSI implementa�
tions because area consumption and throughput are of�
ten directly dependent on such parameters� Thus system
designers have to attempt the optimization of such para�
meters in order to obtain cost e�ective and competitive
solutions� While in certain cases good estimates may be
found analytically� simulation of the parameter e�ects is
often indispensable� This is especially the case if nonli�
near modi�cations of the original algorithm are applied
for the sake of implementation advantages� This paper is
concerned with implementation parameter e�ects in de�
coding with the Soft�Output Viterbi Algorithm �SOVA��
The SOVA� a modi�cation of the Viterbi algorithm ��	�

was developed by Hagenauer� H
oher and Huber ����	� The
algorithm allows not only for �nding the most likely path
sequence in a �nite state markov�chain �like the Viterbi
algorithm� but in addition delivers a reliability value for
each decoded bit� This reliability value can then be used
to improve transmission systems if either concatenated
decoding or coding over channels with intersymbol inter�
ference �ISI� is the applied transmission scheme� In these
schemes the signal is �rst decoded or equalized and sub�
sequently an outer decoder completes processing� The in�
ner decoderequalizer usually outputs hard decisions so�
metimes augmented by erasure information� Thus soft
decision decoding cannot be used in the outer decoder�
Given that the inner processing step is performed by

means of the Viterbi algorithm� using SOVA leads to ad�
ditional coding gains in the above mentioned schemes�
since the outer decoder can use the reliability informa�
tion by means of soft decision decoding ��	���	�

For standard �hard deciding� Viterbi decoding the ef�
fect of the implementation parameters are well known and
simulation as well as analytical methods have been used
for their evaluation ����	� For SOVA decoding� the pu�
blications available ����	 present only few results on im�
plementation parameter e�ects� The aim of this paper is
to clarify the e�ect of the most important parameters in
order to be able to actually design a system employing
SOVA decoding as the inner processing step�
Predominant algorithm parameters for VLSI imple�

mentations of SOVA decoders are the quantization of the
soft decision values and the update depth which a�ect the
quality of the soft decision values� Their optimization
is indispensable in order to obtain a cost e�ective VLSI
implementation ��	� In section �� area estimates obtai�
ned by logic synthesis from VHDL descriptions are given
which show how these parameters translate into the area
consumption of VLSI implementations� Furthermore the
e�ect of a simpli�ed formula for likelihood updating is
investigated�
Several performance criteria have been proposed �����	�

Below we present simulation results on channel capacity
and cuto� rate which allow for the determination of the
maximally obtainable SNR gains� Since these gains may
not be obtainable in real transmission systems� bit error
rate simulations for concatenated Viterbi decoding with
an outer code of constraint length three and rate ��
were carried out ��	� Su�cient interleaving was applied
to remove the statistical dependencies between consecu�
tive output values of the inner decoder� Please note that
the outer decoder is used to evaluate the quality of the
reliability estimate only� since the low overall code�rate of
�� limits the applicability of this scheme� The assumed
modulation scheme is BPSK over a channel with additive
white gaussian noise�

� The Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm

In this section we will brie�y introduce SOVA� Please
refer to ��	 for a thorough description�
The Viterbi algorithm �nds the most likely sequence

of state transitions of a �nite state markov�chain by as�
signing a transition metric to each state transition �a
branch in the trellis� and by selecting the path �state
sequence� with the best sum of the transition metrics in
each decoding cycle and for all states� These decisions are
taken in the so called add compare select unit �ACSU�
which accumulates the transition metrics recursively and
outputs the decision about the best path for each state
and each trellis cycle� These decisions are then processed
in the survivor memory unit �SMU� of the decoder which
keeps track of the history of decisions� Consequently the
content of the SMU allows for the reconstruction of the



paths that are associated with the states� The problem of
�nding the most likely path through the trellis can then
be solved by tracing the paths back in time until they
have all merged into one path�
Similar to Hagenauer�s notation we write the probabi�

lities of the competing paths at state s as

Probfpath m� state sg � e��
�m�s�

���

where ��m�s� is the sum metric of the m�th path that
ends at state s� For rate �� codes the decision is taken
between two competing paths ����s� and ����s�� Without
loss of generality we assume path � to be the one which
survives� The probability of selecting the wrong path as
the survivor of state s at time k is then

Ps�k �
e��

���s�

e�����s� � e�����s�
�

�

� � e�s
�

�

�
���

with �s � ����s� � ����s� � �

In this notation the Viterbi algorithm has made an error
with probability Ps�k on all information symbols where
competing paths that end in state s are labeled by di�e�
rent symbols� Given that the symbols at time k� j di�er
we can thus update the loglikelihood ratio �Ls�k�j of the
symbol �of the survivor of state s at time k � j� to be
erroneous ��	�

�Ls�k�j �� f��Ls�k�j��s� ��
�

�
log

� � e��
�Ls�k�j��s�

e�s � e��Ls�k�j
���

Where � is a constant which depends on code� modulation
and SNR� The update operation is required for all the
survivors that are associated with the states�
In �gure � an example of an update operation in the

trellis diagram for the survivor associated with state � is
given �constraint length K � � and S � � states��
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Fig� �� SOVA Example

The path with metric ������ is selected as the survivor
for state �� The information symbols of the survivor di�e�
ring from the symbols of the competing path are framed�
Only the likelihood values associated with these symbols
�upon which a relevant decision is made� are updated�

The likelihood value �L��k of the newly chosen symbol is
initialized to a value Lmax that corresponds to the highest
possible reliability of the symbol�

� E�ect of the �Minimum� Rule

If update processing is implemented according to ���
the likelihood value is dependent on the SNR whereas the

decisions between the competing paths are independent�
as long as the SNR is slowly varying� Consequently the
metric computation unit must include an estimator for
the SNR which stands in contrast to standard Viterbi
decoder implementations� In ��	 an approximation to ���
was proposed� This �Minimum� rule is given by�

f��Ls�k�j ��s� � Min ��Ls�k�j�
�s

�
� ���

We refer to �s�� as �
�

s below� In contrast to the values

�s the values �
�

s are independent of the SNR ��	� It turns
out that for slowly varying SNR the squared euclidean
distance between received signal and reference point can
be used as metric increment for each trellis step� The
di�erence between the competing metrics ��m�s� is then
equivalent to the likelihood value �

�

s except for a con�
stant factor� The simpli�ed update rule of equation ���
yields implementation advantages and does not require
the estimation of the SNR�

Fig� �� Capacity and Cuto� Rate with �Minimum� Rule

Figure � summarizes results of simulations of the chan�
nel capacity and cuto� rate� Results are drawn for the
optimum update rule ��� and the �Minimum� rule as well
as for a hard deciding decoder that may be interpreted
as a binary symmetric inner channel �BSC�� Neither in
capacity simulations nor in BER simulations have perfor�
mance losses been observed for codes of rate �� and ���
Thus the �Minimum� rule is the method of choice and all
other results in this paper include the application of the
�Minimum� rule�

� E�ect of limited update depth

Several approaches to reduce the complexity of the
SOVA have been suggested by Hagenauer and H
oher ����	�
We found reasonable results only for approaches which
update either all surviving paths or only the globally best
survivor� Implementation aspects for these cases have
been discussed in ��	� We found performance degradati�
ons for concatenated systems even compared to systems
with a hard deciding inner decoder for all approaches that
rely on updating only the survivors of some states�
It is known that the survivor depth D of a Viterbi deco�

der may be set to roughly �ve times the constraint length



K without signi�cant performance losses ����	� While the
original formulation of the SOVA requires the path com�
parison and update operation for the depth of the SMU�
limiting the update depth seems to be an attractive way of
reducing the computational complexity of the SOVA� Si�
mulations of the channel capacity ���	 suggest that choo�
sing roughly twice the constraint length for the update
depth is close to optimum� We did extensive simulations
for various constraint lengths in concatenated decoding
systems� Figure � shows simulation results on this topic�
Note that the abscissa of �gure � is scaled in multiples of
the constraint length K�

Fig� �� BER versus Update Depth �r����

Two facts become clear from �gure �� First� choosing
three times the constraint length as update depth is in
fact close to optimum� Second� the performance degrades
gracefully if further shortening of the update depth is ap�
plied� Thus system designers may use this parameter to
trade complexity versus performance�

Fig� �� BER versus SNR and Update Depth �r����

Figure � shows a typical performance result with res�
pect to SNR and update depth U for a code with rate
��� For codes with rate �� the required update depth
is higher� Figure � shows that at least U � � � K is

required for reasonable results� This corresponds to the
required survivor depth for rate �� codes which is roug�
hly D � � �K�

Fig� �� BER versus Update Depth �r����

� Quantization of the likelihood values

The quantization of the likelihood values has a big im�
pact on the implementation if a VLSI implementation is
required ��	 because it a�ects the complexity of the up�
date circuits and the storage requirements� To quantize
e�ciently we need to know the distribution of the up�
date values along the �nal survivor path since only these
metrics a�ect the output of the SOVA decoder�

Fig� �� PDF of Metric di�erences for varying SNR

Due to the application of the minimum rule we assume
the path metrics to be computed as squared euclidean
distances� Consequently we expect the metric di�erence
between the competing paths along the �nal survivor path
to be close to four times the free distance dfree for high
SNR because the shortest error path dominates in this
situation �and the euclidean distance between the pos�
sible signal point is two in BPSK�� However� we are in�
terested in the actual distribution and the distribution



for low SNR as well� A representative result is shown in
�gure � for a code with rate �� and free distance �ve�
It is interesting that the distribution of the update va�

lues does not center around � � dfree for low SNR but
at lower values� The distribution suggests quantizing li�
nearly in an interval ��� k���dfree	 with k not much bigger
than one� Our simulation results led to k � � as a nearly
optimum choice� Choosing k � � led to performance de�
gradations� Figure � shows typical results for BER and
cuto� rate simulation for a rate �� code� varying k and
two and three bit quantization�

Fig� �� BER for varying Likelihood Quantizations

It is obvious that three bit quantization is su�cient and
even two bit quantization is close to optimum which was
veri�ed in cuto� rate simulations as well�

	 Synthesis Results

We did some synthesis examples using VHDL descrip�
tions of the survivor memory units and the SYNOP�
SYS Design CompilerTM to estimate the area of a re�
gister exchange SOVA�SMU� The target library was the
��m semi�custom library from European Silicon Struc�
tures �ES��� The area estimates below are accumulated
cell area multiplied by a factor of ��� which accounts for
wiring overhead� We did the examples for ns � �� � and
� and forced optimization for smallest design� For this
constraint the operation speed of a complete decoder is
still limited by the add compare select unit �ACSU��

Tab� �� Area for Register Exchange SOVA�SMUs
U area �ns � �� area �ns � �� area �ns � ��
� ���� mm� ���	 mm� �	�� mm�

� �K ���
 mm� �	�� mm� ���� mm�

� �K �	 mm� ���	 mm� ���� mm�

Tab� �� Area estimates for Two�Step SOVA�SMUs
U area �ns � �� area �ns � �� area �ns � ��
� ���	 mm� ���
 mm� ���� mm�

� �K �� mm� ���� mm� ��� mm�

� �K ��� mm� ���
 mm� ���� mm�

Table � gives an overview on the synthesis results for a
straightforward register exchange implementation of the

SOVA�SMU while table � gives �gures for the two�step
formulation of the algorithm �����	� The �gures are gi�
ven for constraint length K set to �ve and survivor depth
set to � � K� They include the e�ort to normalize the
metric di�erence and to reduce their wordlength to ns�
It becomes clear from the tables� that choosing parame�
ters o� the optimum point results in a considerable area
penalty� Furthermore the two�step architecture provides
better results� However� the �gures represent results for a
high throughput parallel architectures� At lower through�
put the register exchange architecture will provide better
results since it requires less storage�


 Conclusion

In this paper implementationparameter e�ects for Soft�
Output Viterbi Decoders for rate �� and rate �� codes
have been investigated� We have shown by computer si�
mulation� that an update length of two or three times the
constraint length is su�cient to achieve nearly optimum
performance for rate �� codes� For rate �� codes ap�
proximately four times the constraint length is su�cient�
Furthermore the required quantization of the likelihood
values was determined and it was pointed out that the
e�ects of the application of the minimum rule for update
processing are negligible� Finally area estimates for high�
speed VLSI implementations were given�
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